SECURITEX EAS SYSTEMS FOR BAGS
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PDS3210B serials of Digital Intelligent Sensor
Securitex/Promatic PDS3210 Electronic Article Surveillance System is designed and manufactured by a team of highly
trained electronic engineers in the field of security engineering. The system uses the Radio Frequency technology to
tags all merchandise thus allow the merchant with the ability to prevent unpaid item from leaving the store without
notice. The PSD3210 while prevent commodities from being stolen effective at the same time it can help to built
relationship between customers and store owner. This system is designed to suits all kinds of retail sites, such as
supermarkets, AV stores, clothing stores, bookstores, library, drug stores, game arcade and any establishment that
have an open shelf business concept etc. This system can also be used to tags on elderly in homes and children in child
care centre. The Securitex/Promatic EAS system was manufactured under the ISO9000 standard and carries the CE
certification as well.
The PDS3210 system c/w the following advantages:
- High sensitivity and very low false alarm rate as the system adopted the 2nd generation DSP (Digital Signal Processor)
technology.
- Anti-disturbance from metal handcart, hand’s touch and it can also be installed on gate with metal baffle
- It adopts filter technology and decrease noise circuit technology.
- Two kinds of alarm tone---quick and slow, it also has three kinds of volume---high, medium and low for you to
choose according to your needs and the environment noise level.
- It is also very convenient to install and calibrate.
- Performance is unique and novelty. The design is very pleasing to the surrounding as the unit is manufactured from metal
structure thus it is very rugged, reliable and highly durable.

